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UPDATE FOR AUGUST 30, 2013
This little guy is Dado. Let me tell you how I met
him. If you drive through a certain village in NW
Croatia, you will notice the simple houses and
clean streets. But take a sharp right on this dirt
road and keep following it for a mile and you will
step into another world. About 10 rundown houses
are scattered next to a dirt road, looking more like
they were shaken out of a can and rolled like dice into random places, than
placed by a city planner. Many are crumbling. Some are missing doors, or
windows, or part of the roof.
We drive into the village in a familiar car and the kids come running—one
here, two there, until there are about 25. We look for a place to hold an impromptu
Bible club. Hmmm, not here since this building has no lights. Not there because it is
muddy. Not that house since the grandma says the kids get on her nerves. So we settle
for a flat dirt area, more or less dry.
Our teammate starts by asking each child’s name
and making a name tag. They each proudly
receive their construction paper and twine ‘heart’
with their name on it—Renato, Ljiljan, Dado, etc.
We sing a couple songs in Croatian and they
really get into the act. Then they listen to the
story of the Exodus and how God is a shelter for
those who trust him. Then we break up into two
groups and give each child a simple literary
primary, with letters to trace and pictures to color.
There is no grass to sit on, or clean concrete or tables so we squat down on our heels
and the kids start to color. Dado methodically traces the letter U and colors a picture of
a watch and of the resurrection (which start with U in Croatian) (continued below)
I praise him repeatedly for his good work. What he normally hears from adults is probably ‘Shut up!’ or ‘Go away, crazy
kid.’ Hopefully, these few kind words will mean much to him.
Pray for these children, for this village, for a Bible in their language. Todd
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